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Editorial
Editorial

T

his issue boasts five articles in
cardiology and one article in endoscopic ultrasound. Regarding rate
versus rhythm control in atrial fibrillation,
Dr Myles Chan describes that, before the
advent of catheter ablation, rate control
was understood to confer a mortality
benefit over rhythm control. However,
recent trials on rhythm control with drugs
or catheter ablation in patients at high cardiovascular risk show that it may result in
less frequent major adverse events. Also

reference framework on hypertension are
available. The initiation, goal and choice
of treatment for BP lowering must take
into account the risk factor profile of the
patient. Dr Thomas Tunggal elaborates
on the management of hypertensive
emergencies. Physicians should look out
for very high BP (>180/110 mmHg) and
hypertension-mediated organ damage,
while overzealous or rapid BP reduction
should be avoided.
In the primary-care setting, patients
presenting with any symptoms suggestive of heart failure (HF) should be conon the topic of atrial fibrillation, Dr Thomas
Yip presents an overview from the
updated European Society of Cardiology
2020 guideline for atrial fibrillation.
A consensus on the definition
of hypertension espoused in the 2017
American College of Cardiology and
American Heart Association (ACC/
AHA) hypertension guidelines – blood
pressure (BP) ≥130/80 mmHg – has not
been reached in Hong Kong, explains
Dr Eric Li. A local position statement and

sidered for referral to a cardiologist, notes
Dr Bernard Wong. Two new classes of
medications (sacubitril/valsartan and
SGLT2 inhibitors) are discussed. In
addition, surgical devices, eg, the left
ventricular assist device and biventricular
pacing, are now available for management of HF.
Finally, Dr Lee Yuk Tong reviews the
utility of endoscopic ultrasound in a wide
range of applications, both diagnostic and
therapeutic, in gastrointestinal systems.

Pictorial Medical History (29)
Dr Lam Tat Chung, Paul
(林達聰醫生)
FRCP, FRCPsych, FHKAM (Medicine),
FHKAM (Psychiatry)
Specialist in Psychiatry (Private Practice)
President

From the previous accounts, one can see that Asclepius, by succession
through his Cult, had exerted great influence and contribution to the
medical profession. It is truly appropriate that he is honoured as the
God of Medicine and that the medical profession should use his staff,
bearing a coiled snake, as the insignia of the profession.

Roman statue of Asclepius,
God of Medicine in Greek mythology
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Order Versus Chaos in the Elderly
using newer therapies such as left atrial
appendage occlusion. However, the
choice of a rate versus rhythm control
strategy has been long under debate –
both improve symptoms, but neither
has conclusively been shown to improve
survival over the other.

To control rate or rhythm,
that is the question

A

trial fibrillation (AF) is a rhythm of
chaos, with the fibrillating signals
in the atria conducting irregularly
and erratically through the atrioventricular
node resulting in unsteady ventricular
contractions. Beyond simply being
irregular, there is a loss of the organized
left atrial contraction, which may be
important in some frail patients. Also,
in some patients, the usual increased
ventricular rate may have both immediate
and long-term consequences including
haemodynamic compromise, heart failure and risk of stroke.
AF is the most common sustained
arrhythmia and, apart from the health
implications, may cause significant symptoms. Treatment of AF typically involves
assessing and reducing thromboembolic
risk and deciding on a rate or rhythm
control approach.
The stroke risk associated with AF
is indisputable. ‘Risk scores’, such as the
CHA2DS2VASc score, are available to
assess stroke risk and guide physicians
in deciding and balancing the benefits
and risks of advising anticoagulation and

Most of the evidence comes from the
AFFIRM trial, in which >4,000 patients with
recurrent AF were randomly assigned to
rate control or rhythm control.1 The results
revealed a trend toward a decreased
rate of the primary endpoint of all-cause
mortality with rate control (21.3% vs
23.8%: hazard ratio [HR] 0.87). There was
no significant difference in the composite
secondary endpoint of death, ischaemic
stroke, major bleeding or cardiac arrest.
There was also no significant difference in
global functional status or quality of life.1 A
subsequent analysis found that the trend
toward increased mortality with rhythm
control was due to the adverse effects of
the antiarrhythmic drugs.2
The RACE trial enrolled 522 patients
with recurrent persistent AF or atrial
flutter of <1 year’s duration who had
required one or two cardioversions in
the prior 2 years.3 These patients were
also randomly assigned to rate control
or rhythm control. The initial drug used
for rhythm control was sotalol; if sotalol
failed, amiodarone was substituted. The
findings were very similar to those of the
AFFIRM trial.
Our previous management approach was based on the findings of these
clinical trials; as rhythm control had failed
to show a survival benefit, rate control
was preferred. However, these trials
have their limitations. In both studies,
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discontinuation of anticoagulation therapy
was allowed after documentation of sinus
rhythm, and both trials were conducted
largely before the advent of catheter
ablation.
The recently published EASTAFNET 4 trial randomised 2,789 patients
with early AF and at high risk for cardiovascular complications to receive either
rhythm control (with antiarrhythmic drugs
or catheter ablation) or usual care (rate
control unless unacceptable symptoms).4
High risk was defined as age >75 years,
prior ischaemic stroke or transient ischaemic attack, or two of the following: >65
years of age, female sex, heart failure,
hypertension, diabetes, coronary artery
disease, chronic kidney disease and left
ventricular hypertrophy.
The trial was stopped early for
efficacy, with the primary composite
outcome of major adverse cardiovascular
events occurring less frequently in the
rhythm control group than the standard
care group receiving rate control first.
Death from cardiovascular causes (1.0%
vs 1.3%) and stroke (0.6% vs 0.9%) were
less common in the rhythm control group
and there was no significant betweengroup difference in the rate of the primary
safety outcome.4
Evidence from this study has led to
updating of the guidance on the management of AF.5 In addition to those who have
failed rate control, high cardiovascular
risk patients may benefit from a rhythm
control approach, especially patients
diagnosed with AF within the previous
12 months. These elderly patients stand
to benefit greatly from restoration of an
orderly heart rhythm as opposed to the
chaotic rhythm of AF.
A complete list of references can be downloaded from
www.SOPHYSICIANSHK.org
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Medicine, History and Art (8)
Physician in a Pharmacy

he painting shows two fashionable
ladies visiting a traditional Spanish
pharmacy. Clad with much lace and
fluffiness, they sit daintily while a courtly

T

some eighteenth-century books, and
a wonderful array of ceramic drug-jars.
The physician, the pharmacist, and the
ladies are portrayed with nostalgia for a

physician takes the pulse of one of them.
The pharmacist looks on. Like many pharmacies on the continent of Europe, the
pharmacy retains its traditional furnishings from at least a century previously,
with a wall of polychrome ceramic tiling,

vividly imagined, pre-Napoleonic utopia
of elegance, leisure and politeness. The
picture is the best-known work by the
Catalan painter Emili Casals i Camps
(1843–1928) who was born in Barcelona
and ran an art-academy there.

Physician in a Pharmacy

Emili Casals i Camps, ca. 1882
Wellcome Collection, London
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Current Guidance on Management of
Hypertension and the Hong Kong Perspective
by systolic blood pressure (SBP) ≥140
mmHg and/or diastolic blood pressure
(DBP) ≥90 mmHg, was 27.7% among
persons aged 15–84 years, with 47.5%
being undiagnosed before the survey.3
The prevalence increased with increasing
age, from 4.5% in 15–24 year-olds to
64.8% in 65–84 year-olds.
Hypertension causes a significant
medical burden to our society; cardiovascular and cerebrovascular disease were
the 3rd and 4th ranked causes of death,
respectively, in Hong Kong in 2019.4 A
meta-analysis of 61 studies found that
a 2 mmHg decrease in mean SBP was
associated with 7% reduction in mortality from ischaemic heart disease (IHD)
and other vascular disorders and a 10%
reduction in the risk of stroke mortality.5
However, only 60–80% of hypertensive
patients receiving treatment reach their
goal blood pressure (BP).6

Background
Hypertension, one of the most common
chronic medical disorders, affects 1 billion people worldwide.1 Alarmingly, the
number of adults with hypertension was
predicted to increase by 60% from 2000
to 2025.2 Hypertension is also prevalent
in Hong Kong: a population survey performed by the Hong Kong Department
of Health in 2014/15 showed that the
prevalence of hypertension, defined

Diagnosis of
hypertension and its
implications
Following the publication of the
Systolic Blood Pressure Intervention
Trial (SPRINT),7 the American College

of Cardiology and American Heart
Association (ACC/AHA) and the European
Society of Cardiology and European
Society of Hypertension (ESC/ESH)
updated their hypertension management
guidelines in 2017 and 2018, respectively.
The definition of hypertension is BP
≥130/80 mmHg in the 2017 ACC/AHA
guideline8 and ≥140/90 mmHg in the
2018 ESC/ESH guideline9 (Table). The
new definition of hypertension according
to the ACC/AHA 2017 guideline had a tremendous impact. Applying this threshold
increased the prevalence of hypertension
from 32% to 46% in the United States
(US).10 This corresponds to an additional
7 million patients in the US and 55 million
in China.11 However, this recommendation
is not universally accepted, even within
the US, and there remains no consensus about adopting the ACC/AHA 2017
guideline in Hong Kong. Both guidelines
recommend the use of ambulatory BP
monitoring (ABPM) or home BP monitoring (HBPM) in diagnosing hypertension.
The ESC/ESH 2018 guidance defines
hypertension as a mean BP of ≥135/85
mmHg by HBPM and a 24-hour mean BP
of ≥130/80 mmHg by ABPM.9

Table. Definitions of hypertension and hypertension grades from the ACC/AHA 2017 guidelines and the ESC/ESH 2018
guidelines.8,9
ACC/AHA November 2017
Category

SBP, mmHg

ESC/ESH June 2018
DBP, mmHg

Category

SBP, mmHg

DBP, mmHg

Normal

<120

and

<80

Optimal

<120

and

<80

Elevated BP

120–129

and

<80

Normal

120–129

and

80–84

Stage 1

130–139

or

80–89

High normal

130–139

and/or

85–89

Stage 2

≥140

or

≥90

Grade 1

140–159

and/or

90–99

Hypertensive crisis

≥180

or

≥120

Grade 2

160–179

and/or

100–109

Grade 3

≥180

and/or

≥110

ACC, American College of Cardiology; AHA, American Heart Association; BP, blood pressure; DBP, diastolic blood pressure; ESC, European Society of Cardiology; ESH, European Society of Hypertension;
SBP, systolic blood pressure
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Treatment initiation
threshold and blood
pressure goals
In general, the ACC/AHA 2017 and ESC/ESH
2018 guidelines recommend a more
aggressive strategy in treating hypertension with a pharmacological approach,
influenced to a certain extent by the
SPRINT trial. The two guidelines adopt
a risk-based approach to treatment with
both the threshold for starting drug treatment and the BP goal determined by the
patients’ risk for atherosclerotic disease.
The ACC/AHA 2017 guideline recommends use of the 10-year ASCVD (atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease) risk
estimator.8 Pharmacological treatment
is recommended for patients with BP
≥130/80 mmHg with clinical cardiovascular disease (CVD), estimated 10-year CVD
risk ≥10% or diabetes mellitus (DM), and
for those with BP ≥140/90 mmHg (Figure 1).
Hypertensive patients with chronic kidney
disease (CKD) should be treated to a BP
goal of <130/80 mmHg.8
In comparison, the ESC/ESH 2018
guidelines use the Systematic Coronary
Risk Evaluation (SCORE) system, which
classifies patients into low, intermediate,
high and very high risk of developing fatal
CVD in the next 10 years.9 Drug treatment
should be considered in very high-risk
patients with CVD and BP ≥130/85 mmHg
and in other patients with BP ≥140/90
mmHg (Figure 2). If antihypertensive
therapy is well tolerated, an individualised
BP target of ≥130/80 mmHg should
be considered for most patients, but
not lower than 120/70 mmHg. In older
patients (>65 years old) or patients with
CKD, the SBP target is less aggressively
set as 130–139 mmHg, but the DBP
target is still 70–79 mmHg.

What is the SPRINT trial?
The SPRINT trial, published in the New
England Journal of Medicine in 2015, is
one of the most significant randomised
controlled trials on the benefits of lowering BP. It examined the effect of moreintensive BP lowering (SBP <120 mmHg)
FEBRUARY 2021

Figure 1. ACC/AHA 2017 hypertension management guidelines: Blood pressure
thresholds and recommendations for treatment and follow-up.8
Normal BP
BP <120/80
mmHg

Promote
optimal
lifestyle habits

Reassess in
1y
(Class IIa)

Elevated BP
BP 120–129/<80
mmHg

Stage 1 hypertension
BP 130–139/<80–89
mmHg

Nonpharmacological
therapy
(Class I)

Reassess in
3–6 mo
(Class I)

Stage 2 hypertension
BP ≥140/90 mmHg

Clinical ASCVD
or estimated 10-y CVD
risk ≥10%
No
Yes

Nonpharmacological
therapy
(Class I)

Reassess in 3–6 mo
(Class I)

Nonpharmacological
therapy and BPlowering medication
(Class I)

Nonpharmacological
therapy and BPlowering medication
(Class I)

Reassess in 1 mo
(Class I)
BP
goal met

No
Assess and optimise adherence
to therapy

Yes
Reassess in 3–6 mo (Class I)

Consider intensification of
therapy

ACC, American College of Cardiology; AHA, American Heart Association; ASCVD, atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease; BP, blood
pressure; CVD, cardiovascular disease; mo, months

Figure 2. ESC/ESH 2018 hypertension management guidelines: Initiation of
BP-lowering treatment (lifestyle changes and medication) at different initial office
BP levels.9
High normal BP
BP 130–139/85–89 mmHg
Lifestyle advice

Grade 1 hypertension
BP 140–159/90–99 mmHg

Grade 2 hypertension
BP 160–179/100–109 mmHg
Lifestyle advice

Lifestyle advice

Immediate drug treatment in
high- or very high-risk patients
with CVD, renal disease or
HMOD

Immediate
drug treatment in
all patients

Immediate
drug treatment in
all patients

Drug treatment in low/moderate-risk patients
without CVD, renal disease or HMOD after 3–6
months of lifestyle intervention if BP not controlled

Aim for BP control
within 3 months

Aim for BP control
within 3 months

Consider drug treatment
in very high-risk patients
with CVD, especially CAD

Lifestyle advice

Grade 3 hypertension
BP ≥180/110 mmHg

BP, blood pressure; CAD, coronary artery disease; CVD, cardiovascular disease; ESC, European Society of Cardiology; ESH, European
Society of Hypertension; HMOD, hypertension-mediated organ damage

versus the standard treatment goal (SBP
<140 mmHg) in hypertensive patients
aged ≥50 years with additional CVD risks.
Exclusion criteria included stroke, DM,
congestive heart failure, proteinuria, CKD
and polycystic kidney disease. The results
showed that achieving a goal SBP <120
mmHg significantly reduced all-cause and
CVD mortality and heart failure incidence

compared with a SBP goal of <140
mmHg. There was higher incidence of
hypotension, syncope and acute kidney
injury in the lower goal group, but no
between-group difference in terms of
significant overall serious adverse events.
However, a point worth considering
when interpreting the SPRINT trial data
is the BP measurement method used.
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In this trial, BP was measured using an
unattended automatic measurement
system in physicians’ offices. Available
evidence indicates that unattended office
SBP readings are at least 5–15 mmHg
lower than conventional office SBP
readings because of the absence of the
white-coat effect. Therefore, the recorded
BP in the SPRINT trial may correspond to
higher conventional office BPs used in
other hypertension trials. Consequently,
neither the ACC/AHA 2017 guidelines
nor the ESC/ESH 2018 guidelines have
adopted an SBP target of <120 mmHg,
despite the positive results shown in the
SPRINT trial.

Medical treatment
Both the ACC/AHA 2017 and ESC/ESH
2018 guidelines recommend early use
of a single-pill combination regimen,8,9
because it improves simplicity, efficacy
and the side-effect profile of treatment
and, consequently, patient compliance.
The exception is low-risk or elderly
patients: the ESC suggests considering
monotherapy in low-risk grade 1 hypertension (SBP <150 mmHg) or very old
(≥80 years) or frail patients. Angiotensinconverting enzyme inhibitors/angiotensin
receptor blockers (ACEI/ARB), calcium
channel blockers and diuretics are considered core treatments of choice, but the
most appropriate class should be determined according to patient comorbidities.
For example, beta blockers should be
considered in patients with heart failure
or IHD, while ACEI/ARB should be considered for hypertensive patients with DM
and proteinuria.

Surgical treatment
Renal denervation (RDN) was once a
potential choice of therapy for resistant
hypertension, but its acceptance has
waned locally since the publication of the
results of the SYMPLICITY HTN-3 trial in
2014,12 which showed no significant BP
reduction with RDN over placebo. Experts
in the field have reviewed the strategy
and devices used for RDN surgery: they

concluded that accessory and distal renal
arteries are surrounded by a significant
number of renal nerves, which should
also be targets for the ablation procedure.
The ablation device has also evolved from
a flex-shaped monopolar catheter to a
spiral-shaped quadripolar catheter, thus
providing more reliable energy delivery
during the procedure. Recent data have
begun to show positive results for the
procedure,13 and more trials offering highquality data are anticipated in the future.14

Local views
In 2020, a working group of the Hong
Kong College of Physicians (HKCP) published a position statement on the ACC/
AHA 2017 and ESC/ESH 2018 hypertension guidelines.15 It concurs with the 2018
ESC/ESH guideline on BP classification,
which defines hypertension as office
BP ≥140/90 mmHg, acknowledges the
growing body of evidence on the use
of HBPM and ABPM, and endorses the
wider use of both of these methods.
The statement supports the risk-based
approach to treatment decision making; it
also echoes the ESC/ESH 2018 guideline
in specifying target ranges for SBP/DBP
control, considering different age groups
and specific disease subgroups. Lastly,
the HKCP agrees with the ESC/ESH 2018
guideline’s drug treatment algorithm, in
terms of the early initiation of two-drug
combination therapy in most patients,
and monotherapy for frail old patients or
low-risk patients with mild hypertension.15
Also, in 2019, an advisory group
of the Primary Care Office, Department
of Health, updated the Hong Kong
Reference Framework for Hypertension
Care for Adults in Primary Care Settings
(first published in 2010).16 It agrees that
hypertension should be defined as BP
≥140/90 mmHg; a risk-based approach
should be used to determine the treatment goal for hypertensive individuals;
and patient age, underlying cardiovascular
risk factors and tolerability to treatment
should all be considered to guide therapy
choices.
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Conclusion
Hypertension is one of the most common
chronic medical disorders encountered in
daily practice and it poses a significant
risk for cardiovascular and cerebrovascular disease. The challenge of managing hypertension and its sequelae has
remained topical around the globe for
decades. Regular updates on this area
of medicine are inevitable and invaluable
to support the daily practice of medical
professionals in Hong Kong, improve the
quality of our patient care and lower the
socioeconomic impact of hypertension
on our society.
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What Is New for Atrial Fibrillation From the
2020 ESC Guidelines?
prevalent AF/atrial flutter. Prevalence
rates were markedly higher in developed
countries in Europe (eg, United Kingdom,
Scandinavian countries) and North
America (>900 cases per 100,000 population) than developing countries in Africa,
the Middle East and Asia (<600 cases
per 100,000 population).1 The AF rate
amongst the elderly (≥65 years of age)

an index age of 55 years.1 Importantly,
lifetime risk increases with increasing risk
factor burden. Given such predictions,
how well prepared are we to diagnose
and successfully treat such patients in
the coming years?
Figure 2 illustrates the known risk
factors for AF.1 The central risk factors are
age, male sex, ethnicity and genetics.

is predicted to rise alarmingly by 2060 in
the European Union, driven largely by the
over 80s subgroup (Figure 1). The current
estimate of lifetime risk for AF is 1 in 3
for individuals with European ancestry at

However, there are numerous other risk
factors, a number of which are modifiable, suggesting that early intervention
and control of modifiable risk factors
could reduce incident AF.1

Atrial fibrillation cases (millions)

Figure 1. Projected increase in atrial fibrillation prevalence among the elderly in
the European Union: 2016 to 2060.1

Introduction
In terms of secular trends in cardiovascular disease (CVD), one of the most dramatic changes in CVD epidemiology over
the past few decades would be the rising
incidence of atrial fibrillation (AF). In 1990,
typical patients with AF were 70 to 80
years of age or individuals of any age with
mitral stenosis due to chronic rheumatic
heart disease. In 2020, complicated AF is
increasingly diagnosed in patients from
age 50 years. Not only do such patients
have multiple comorbidities, including
hypertension, diabetes mellitus and renal
failure, but they are also at substantial
risk for AF-related complications, such
as cerebrovascular accident, heart failure
and poor quality of life.
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Figure 2. Summary of risk factors for incident atrial fibrillation.1
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With such predictions, it is clear
that cardiologists will not be the only
healthcare workers tasked with caring
for the growing number of patients. The
most reasonable strategy is to prevent AF
rather than just treating it. The success of
both prevention and treatment strategies
will hinge on the active involvement of
multidisciplinary teams that include family doctors, endocrinologists, respiratory
physicians, neurologists, nephrologists,
vascular surgeons and rheumatologists
as well as occupational therapists and
physiotherapists.

patients with AHRE should be regularly
monitored for progression to clinical AF
and changes in individual thromboembolic risk (ie, change in CHA2DS2-VASc
score) (Figure 3).1

CC to ABC pathway for
management of AF
The management of AF follows the established CC to ABC treatment pathway:
C – Confirm diagnosis of AF using ECG
C–C
 haracterise AF according to 4S-AF
scheme (stroke risk, symptom

severity, severity of AF burden,
substrate severity)
A – Anticoagulation therapy to avoid stroke
B – Better symptom management with
rhythm and rate control based upon
patients’ preferences
C – Cardiovascular and comorbidity
optimisation using both lifestyle and
drug interventions
Figure 4 summarises the treatment
decision tree to guide selection of AF
patients for anticoagulation therapy.

Table. Six-month incidence of transition to higher AHRE burden*.1

Significance of atrial high-rate
episodes
Atrial high-rate episodes (AHREs), also
called subclinical AF, are a recently identified transitional condition, with longer
AHREs linked to increased risk of clinical
AF and ischaemic stroke.1 Importantly, the
greater the AHRE/subclinical AF burden
at diagnosis, the higher the risk of subsequent progression to longer episodes
(Table). The guidelines recommend that

Baseline burden
6-month progression

5 min to <1 h

1 h to <6 h

6 h to <12 h

Transition to ≥1 h

33.5%

Transition to ≥6 h

15.3%

42.2%

Transition to ≥12 h

8.9%

27.5%

55.8%

Transition to ≥23 h

5.1%

16.0%

40.6%

12 h to <23 h

63.1%

*AHRE burden is defined as the overall time spent in AHRE/subclinical atrial fibrillation during a specified monitoring period (eg, 1 day).
AHRE, atrial high-rate episode

Figure 3. Proposed management of AHRE/subclinical atrial fibrillation.1

AHREs/SCAF burden

The risk of stroke (reassess regularly)
Low risk
CHA2DS2-VASc
0 (m) or 1 (f)
Short, rare
AHREs/SCAF
low daily
burden
Longer
AHREs/SCAF
(≥1 h to <24 h)
especially if
high burden
Longer
AHREs/SCAF
(≥24 h)
especially if
high monthly
burden

Single risk factor
CHA2DS2-VASc
1 (m) or 2 (f)

An "innocent bystander"

High risk
CHA2DS2-VASc
≥2 (m) or ≥3 (f)
Observe for:
• I ncrease in AHREs/SCAF burden or
clinical AF development

Observe for:
• I ncrease in AHREs/SCAF burden or
clinical AF development
• Change in individual stroke risk

Consideration for oral anticoagulant use in
selected patients at high/very high risk of
stroke (where there are no doubts on AF
diagnosis at device tracings analysis) when a
positive net clinical benefit can be anticipated
(shared decision-making)

Clinical AF
AF, atrial fibrillation; AHRE, atrial high-rate episode; CHA2DS2-VASc, Congestive heart failure, Hypertension, Age ≥75 years, Diabetes mellitus, Stroke, Vascular disease, Age 65 − 74 years, Sex category
(female); f, females; m, males; SCAF, subclinical atrial fibrillation
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Figure 4. The ‘AF 3-step’ anticoagulation algorithm of the ABC treatment pathway.1

Patient with atrial fibrillation; Eligible for oral anticoagulation

AF patients with prosthetic mechanical heart valves or moderate-severe mitral stenosis?
No

Yes

Step 1
Identify low-risk patients

VKA with high time in therapeutic range
(target INR range depends on type of
valve lesion or prosthesis)

Low stroke risk?
(CHA2DS2-VASc score: 0 in males or 1 in females)
No

Yes

Step 2
Consider stroke prevention (ie, OAC) in all AF patients with
CHA2DS2-VASc ≥1 (male) or ≥2 (female)
Address modifiable bleeding risk factors in all AF patients.
Calculate the HAS-BLED score.
If HAS-BLED ≥3, address the modifiable bleeding risk factors and
'flag up' patient for regular review and follow-up. High bleeding
risk scores should not be used as a reason to withhold OAC.

No antithrombotic
treatment

CHA2DS2-VASc
=1 (male) or =2 (female)

≥2 (male) or ≥3 (female)

OAC should be considered

OAC is recommended

(Class IIa)

(Class IA)

Step 3
Begin NOAC (or VKA with high time in therapeutic range*)
NOAC generally recommended as first-line therapy for OAC

An important message about the
HAS-BLED score is that, although it helps
to predict the risk of bleeding, it should
not prompt withholding of anticoagulation
therapy. Rather, healthcare professionals
should take note of the estimated risk
to guide efforts to manage and minimise
bleeding risk. Options for anticoagulant
therapy are included in Figure 4.
Treatment
modalities
recommended in the 2020 ESC Guideline are

*If a VKA is being considered, calculate SAMe-TT2R2 score: if score 0–2, may consider VKA
treatment (eg, warfarin) or NOAC; if score >2, should arrange regular review/frequent INR
checks/ counselling for VKA users to help good anticoagulation control, or reconsider the use
of NOAC instead; TTR ideally >70%.
AF, atrial fibrillation; CHA2DS2-VASc, Congestive heart failure, Hypertension, Age ≥75
years, Diabetes mellitus, Stroke, Vascular disease, Age 65 − 74 years, Sex category
(female); HAS-BLED, Hypertension, Abnormal renal/liver function, Stroke, Bleeding history
or predisposition, Labile INR, Elderly (>65 years), Drugs/alcohol concomitantly; INR,
international normalised ratio; NOAC, non-vitamin K antagonist oral anticoagulant; OAC,
oral anticoagulant; SAMe-TT2R2, Sex (female), Age (<60 years), Medical history, Treatment
(interacting drug(s)), Tobacco use, Race (non-Caucasian) (score); TTR, time in therapeutic
range; VKA, vitamin K antagonist

essentially unchanged: there is a strong
message supporting an optimal rhythm
control strategy to improve patient
outcomes and quality of life. For patients
with persistent AF, the minimal requirement is rate control to below 110 beats/
min.

patients in the coming decades and outlines the improved understanding of the
precursors of clinical AF, placing greater
emphasis on disease prevention rather
than treatment alone.

Summary

Reference

The 2020 ESC Guideline predicts considerable growth in the number of AF
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1. Hindricks G, Potpara T, Dagres N, et al; ESC Scientific Document Group.
2020 ESC Guidelines for the diagnosis and management of atrial
fibrillation developed in collaboration with the European Association of
Cardio-Thoracic Surgery (EACTS). Eur Heart J 2021;42:373-498.
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Advances in the Treatment of Heart Failure
Impacts of heart failure
There is a worldwide epidemic of HF,
with an estimated 26 million patients
around the globe, especially in developed
countries.1,2
USA:
5.7 million
(1.7% of the population)

It is important to recognise that HF
is a disabling and deadly disease5:
•	78% of patients have >2 hospital
admissions per year
•	20% of hospitalised patients are
readmitted within 6 months after
discharge
•	5–8% in-hospital mortality rate
•	30–40% of HF patients die within
1 year
• 60–70% die within 5 years

United Kingdom:
0.92 million
(1.4% of the population)

Diagnosis and symptoms

Japan:
1 million
(1% of the population)

What is heart failure?
Heart failure (HF) is a clinical syndrome
caused by cardiac structural and/or
functional abnormalities that impair the
function of the heart as a pump for filling
with and ejecting blood. When tissue perfusion is reduced, the lack of oxygen and
nutrients in tissue metabolism will activate
the neuro-hormonal system, namely the
renin–angiotensin–aldosterone
system
(RAAS), resulting in a pathophysiological
‘vicious cycle’ of vasoconstriction: salt
and water retention  myocardial electrical instability  blood vessel and organ
injury  repetition of the loop.

HF causes substantial numbers
of hospitalisations and deaths. In Hong
Kong, HF admissions and deaths are
causing significant healthcare and social
burdens3,4:
2019
6,096 deaths from heart diseases
2012
806 HF deaths
2012
18,125 HF hospitalisations (~50/day)

Aetiology of heart failure

Risk factors for heart failure

Coronary artery disease

Hypertension

Hypertension

Hypercholesterolaemia

Idiopathic cardiomyopathy

Diabetes

Early-stage HF is often asymptomatic;
however, the emergence of symptoms
could indicate a severe condition.
Therefore, early detection and screening
for HF is important, especially in high-risk
populations. Common diagnostic tools
include electrocardiography (ECG), chest
X-ray, testing for troponin I and N-terminal
pro-brain natriuretic peptide (NT-proBNP)
and echocardiogram. However, expertise
is required for accurate assessment and
interpretation of test results.
In primary care, referral to a cardiologist for further assessment should
be considered for patients presenting
with any HF symptoms, most commonly
shortness of breath, dizziness, lethargy,
exercise intolerance and swelling and
orthopnoea.

Treatments for heart
failure and recent
advances
Importantly, HF can be easily diagnosed
and effective treatments are available.
The approach to treatment includes both
lifestyle management and pharmacological therapy.

History of ischaemic disease
History of stroke
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•	Reduced risk of renal disease progression (Figure 1B)9
In the DAPA-HF trial, which was

conventional therapy.10,11 This is the first
and only study that showed such benefit
with an agent from the SGLT2 inhibitor
class. Dapagliflozin was also associated
with a 30% reduction in the risk of
hospitalisation for HF (p value not available). Furthermore, symptom relief was
improved by 18% in the dapagliflozintreated group (p<0.001), and there were
no safety concerns regarding hypoglycaemia in the non-diabetic subgroup of HF
patients.
The DAPA-CKD trial also examined
the effects of dapagliflozin, this time
added to conventional renal disease
therapy in patients with chronic kidney

conducted in HF patients with or without
T2D, dapagliflozin on top of conventional
HF therapy reduced the risk of cardiovascular death by 18% (p=0.029; Figure 2A)
and the risk of all-cause mortality by 17%
(p=0.022; Figure 2B) versus placebo plus

disease with or without T2D.12 The results
showed that adding dapagliflozin reduced
the risk of worsening renal disease, endstage kidney disease or renal or cardiovascular death by 39% (p<0.001; Figure
3) over a median of 2.4 years' follow up.

Lifestyle management

Conventional medications

Low salt, low fat diets

Diuretics (primarily for relieving congestion)

Exercise prescription: ≥30 min/day
based on a cardiologist’s advice

Beta-blockers

Body weight control
Muscle building

Angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors
(ACE inhibitors) or angiotensin II receptor
blockers (ARBs)

Supplements or alternative therapies are
NOT recommended

Mineralocorticoid receptor antagonists
(MRAs), eg, spironolactone and eplerenone

Newer medications for
managing heart failure
ENTRESTO™ is a combination therapy of

side effects with this class is <3%,9 with
most side effects being non-serious and
treatable. As a class, the benefit-risk balance for SGLT2 inhibitors is favourable.
The pleiotropic benefits of SGLT2
inhibitors in patients with type 2 diabetes
(T2D) are7:
• Reduced blood glucose
• Weight loss
•	Reduced blood pressure and blood
cholesterol
•	Reduced risks of stroke, myocardial
infarction and cardiovascular death
•	Reduced risk of hospitalisation for
HF (Figure 1A)9

Figure 1. Cumulative incidence of hospitalisation for HF (A) and composite renal
endpoint* (B) in patients with type 2 diabetes treated with dapagliflozin versus
placebo in the DECLARE–TIMI 58 trial.9
A. Hospitalisation for heart failure

Probability of event

4%
3%

2.5% vs 3.3%
HR 0.73, 95% CI 0.61–0.88; p<0.001

Placebo

2%

Dapagliflozin

1%
0%
0

180

360

540
720
900
Analysis time (days)

1,080

1,260

1,440

B. Composite renal endpoint*
3%

Probability of event

sacubitril, which is an agent from a new
drug class called neprilysin inhibitors, and
the ARB valsartan. The PARADIGM-HF
study found that, compared with enalapril, ENTRESTO™ reduced the risk of
all-cause mortality by 16% (p<0.001), cardiovascular mortality by 20% (p<0.001)
and hospitalisation for HF by 21%
(p<0.001).6
Sodium-glucose cotransporter 2
(SGLT2) inhibitors are a novel class of oral
antidiabetic drugs that prevent the reabsorption of filtered glucose in the kidney
and promote glucosuria.7 Commonly
available SGLT2 inhibitors in Hong Kong
include dapagliflozin (ForxigaTM) and
empagliflozin (Jardiance®).
The most common side effects of
SGLT2 inhibitors are polyuria and urinary
tract infection.8 The incidence of serious

1.5% vs 2.8%
HR 0.53, 95% CI 0.43–0.66; p<0.001
2%

Placebo

1%

Dapagliflozin
0%
0

180

360

540
720
900
Analysis time (days)

1,080

1,260

1,440

*Defined as ≥40% decrease in eGFR to <60 mL/min/1.73 m2, end-stage renal disease or death from renal causes.
CI, confidence interval; eGFR, estimated glomerular filtration rate; HF, heart failure; HR hazard ratio
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Surgical treatment

Figure 2. Cumulative incidences of cardiovascular death (A) and all-cause
mortality (B) in heart failure patients with or without type 2 diabetes treated with
dapagliflozin versus placebo in the DAPA-HF trial.10,11

In addition to medical therapies, a variety
of surgical techniques and device-based
therapies, such as heart transplant, left
ventricular assist device (LVAD) and biventricular pacing, can also be employed in
selected heart failure patients.

A. Cardiovascular death
Cumulative incidence (%)

30

9.6% vs 11.5%
HR 0.82, 95% CI 0.69–0.98; p=0.029

25
20

Placebo

15

Summary
Although HF is a common disease affecting an increasing number of patients, it
can be easily diagnosed and effectively
treated. The most useful investigations
for family doctors in suspected HF cases
include ECG, NT-proBNP and chest X-ray.
A patient with ≥2 risk factors and any
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Dapagliflozin

5
0
0

3

6

9
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Months since randomisation

18
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B. All-cause mortality
Cumulative incidence (%)

30

11.6% vs 13.9%
HR 0.83, 95% CI 0.71–0.97; p=0.022

25
20

symptoms of HF should be referred to a
cardiologist for further assessments.
Recent evidence has shown that
SGLT2 inhibitors, on top of conventional
HF therapy, can significantly reduce the
risk of cardiovascular death and HF hospitalisations and symptoms in patients with
HF with or without T2D. Dapagliflozin
specifically can also significantly reduce
the risk of all-cause mortality. There are
no safety concerns regarding hypoglycaemia with SGLT2 inhibitors in non-T2D
patients, and the overall safety profiles of
SGLT2 inhibitors are promising.
Advances in treatments continue
to improve the quality of life and survival
of patients with HF. Further details on the
management of HF can be found in local13
and international guidelines.14

Placebo

15
10

Dapagliflozin

5
0
0

3

6

9
12
15
Months since randomisation

18

21

24

CI, confidence interval; HR, hazard ratio

Figure 3. Cumulative incidence of the primary efficacy outcome* in patients with
CKD (eGFR, 25–75 mL/min/1.73 m2) with or without type 2 diabetes treated with
dapagliflozin versus placebo in the DAPA-CKD trial.12

Cumulative incidence (%)

24

9.2% vs 14.5%
HR 0.61, 95% CI 0.51–0.72; p<0.001
39% relative risk reduction
Number needed to treat = 19

20
16

Placebo

12
8

Dapagliflozin

4
0

0

4

8

12

16

20

24

28

32

Months since randomisation
*Defined as composite of sustained decline in eGFR of ≥50%, end-stage kidney disease or death from renal or
cardiovascular causes.
CI, confidence interval; CKD, chronic kidney disease; eGFR, estimated glomerular filtration rate; HR, hazard ratio
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Hypertensive Emergencies
Hypertensive emergencies are a
heterogeneous group of acute hypertensive disorders that must be urgently
managed. Patients usually present with
very high blood pressure (BP) (systolic
BP [SBP] >180 mmHg and/or diastolic BP
[DBP] >110 mmHg). The most important
factor to consider for initial therapy is
not the BP level per se, but rather its

A targeted physical examination
should follow detailed history taking
to look for evidence of end organ damage, including fundoscopy to screen for
evidence of hypertensive retinopathy (ie,
flame-shaped haemorrhage, cotton wool
spots and papilloedema). Hypertensive
retinopathy is the hallmark of malignant
hypertension, and advanced hypertensive

associated hypertension-mediated organ
damage (HMOD). HMOD should be
looked for and managed appropriately as
it is the main cause of acute deterioration and long-term morbidity; immediate
BP reduction is indicated to limit organ
damage.

retinopathy is associated with a much
higher renin-angiotensin system activation, as well as more pronounced HMOD
in other areas, than in patients with
comparable BP values but without retinal
lesions. Further tests and proposed diagnostic studies in patients with suspected
hypertensive emergency are listed in
Table 1.2

Management approach

Introduction
Hypertension, a commonly encountered
medical condition, causes the highest
morbidity of all chronic illnesses. Most
cases of hypertension encountered in
general practice are chronic hypertensive
patients, presenting either incidentally or
with minor complaints such as headache
or dizziness. However, hypertension may
also present in an acute fashion, associated with a high risk of acute deterioration
and requiring immediate management.
Despite advancements in treatments for
hypertension, the incidence of hypertensive emergencies has not improved: one
study estimated that the rate per million
adult emergency department visits
more than doubled from 2006 to 2013.
Nevertheless, hypertensive emergencies
remain rare, occurring in only about 2 in
1,000 adult emergency department visits
in the United States.1

A thorough history should be taken:
some of the chief symptoms of concern
include chest pain (myocardial ischaemia
or aortic dissection), shortness of breath
(heart failure or pulmonary oedema),
blurred vision (retinopathy or posterior
reversible encephalopathy syndrome),
headache (intracranial haemorrhage) and
neurological symptoms (ischaemic stroke
or encephalopathy). Eclampsia or severe
pre-eclampsia should be suspected in
women of childbearing age.
Furthermore, clinicians should also
look for any possible causes of the acute
episode. These may include poor drug
compliance, dietary changes and possible
secondary causes of hypertension. Taking
a detailed drug history is essential as
some medications may increase BP, eg,
steroids, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory
drugs, cyclosporin, sympathomimetics,
etc. Any current antihypertensive drugs
being used to treat chronic hypertension
should be noted as these may affect the
choice of medication to lower BP during
the acute episode.
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Table 1. Proposed diagnostic
studies for patients with suspected
hypertensive emergency.2
Laboratory analysis
• Haemoglobin, platelet count
• Creatinine, sodium, potassium, lactic
dehydrogenase (LDH), haptoglobin
• Quantitative urinalysis for protein, urine
sediment for erythrocytes, leucocytes,
cylinders and casts
Diagnostic examination
• ECG (ischaemia, arrhythmias, left
ventricular hypertrophy)
• Fundoscopy
On indication
• Troponin-T, CK, CK-MB
• Peripheral blood smear (for assessment of
schistocytes)
• Chest X-ray (fluid overload)
• Transthoracic echocardiography (cardiac
structure and function) or point of care
cardiac and lung ultrasound (cardiac
pulmonary oedema)
• CT (or MRI)-brain (intracranial
haemorrhage)
• CT-angiography of thorax and abdomen
(acute aortic disease)
• Renal ultrasound (postrenal obstruction,
kidney size, left to right difference)
CK, creatine kinase; CT, computed tomography;
ECG, electrocardiogram; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging
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Categorisation based on
organs affected
Hypertensive emergencies can be stratified into several categories according to
the organs affected (Figure).2
Hypertensive encephalopathy is
caused by an abrupt sustained increase
in BP that exceeds the limits of cerebral
autoregulation. Patients may present
with mental status changes, headache,
nausea and vomiting. Physical examination may reveal patchy focal neurological
deficits, papilloedema and/or retinopathy.
The presentation may mimic ischaemic
or haemorrhagic stroke. Patients usually
require magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) or computed tomography (CT)
of the brain for diagnosis. Patients with
hypertensive encephalopathy should
have BP treated to a systolic target of
<180 mmHg or mean arterial pressure
(MAP) reduced by 25%. Overzealous BP
reduction may precipitate brain damage,
occipital blindness and coronary or renal
ischaemia.
Extremely high BP is associated
with increased risk of haemorrhagic
transformation in patients with ischaemic
stroke treated with thrombolytics.3
Lowering BP excessively, however, will
reduce cerebral perfusion pressure (CPP
= MAP – intracranial pressure) and may
thus worsen the ischaemia. Maintaining
a CPP of >60 mmHg is recommended
to ensure adequate cerebral blood flow.
Patients who have elevated BP and are
eligible for treatment with thrombolytics
should have their BP carefully lowered to
SBP <185 mmHg and DBP <110 mmHg.4
For non-thrombolytic candidates, BP
should only be lowered if SBP is >220
mmHg, DBP is >120 mmHg or mean BP
is >130 mmHg.
Management of haemorrhagic
stroke differs markedly as severely
elevated BP is thought to lead to rebleeding and haematoma expansion. The
target BP in intracranial haemorrhage is,
therefore, lower than for its ischaemic
counterpart, although no optimum
target has emerged from controlled
FEBRUARY 2021

Figure. Stratification of hypertensive emergencies according to the condition or
target organ involved.2
Symptomatic severe
BP elevation
Acute
hypertension-mediated
organ damage

No

Uncontrolled hypertension

Yes
Hypertensive emergency

Malignant hypertension
with or without TMA or
acute renal failure

Coronary ischaemia
or acute cardiogenic
pulmonary oedema

Acute stroke or
hypertensive
encephalopathy

Acute aortic
disease (aneurysm
or dissection)

Eclampsia or severe
pre-eclampsia/HELLP
syndrome

Treatment according to target organ or clinical condition involved
BP, blood pressure; HELLP, haemolysis, elevated liver enzymes, low platelets; TMA, thrombotic microangiopathy

trials. Results from studies on acute
BP lowering in patients with intracranial
haemorrhage have provided rather confusing results. While the INTERACT-2 trial
demonstrated significant improvements
in certain functional outcome parameters
(without mortality benefit), another study,
ATACH-2, with the same SBP targets, did
not show significant benefit from treating
patients to the intensive SBP target of
<140 mmHg versus <180 mmHg. It is
worth noting that BP reduction was more
rapid and pronounced in ATACH-2 (final
SBP ~120–130 mmHg), suggesting that
too rapid and excessive reduction in BP
may be detrimental for these patients.5,6
Overall, with currently available data, a
SBP target of 140–160 mmHg is reasonable, while avoiding highly fluctuating BP
level, as BP variability during the hyperacute first few hours after the onset of
intracranial haemorrhage is independently
associated with poor functional outcome
at 3 months.7
In patients presenting with hypertensive emergency and acute coronary
syndrome, management of ischaemia,
including revascularisation, should be
performed. Afterload should be reduced
without increasing heart rate to ease
myocardial oxygen demand. Drugs of
choice are intravenous nitroglycerine
and/or labetalol, with a target SBP <140

mmHg. In patients presenting with heart
failure and acute pulmonary oedema,
the drugs of choice are intravenous
frusemide and intravenous vasodilators.
To enhance diuresis or overcome diuretic
resistance, thiazides or natriuretic doses
of mineralocorticoid receptor antagonists
may be added to frusemide.8,9
Aortic dissection is the hypertensive emergency that requires the most
immediate BP lowering, with a target
SBP <120 mmHg. Moreover, heart rate
should ideally be controlled to <60 bpm.
Therefore, the drugs of choice are betablockers, with intravenous bolus esmolol
or labetalol followed by infusion being
commonly used. Additional BP control
can be achieved with nitroprusside infusion for BP target when heart rate is <60
bpm. Type A aortic dissection is a surgical emergency and requires immediate
surgical management by cardiothoracic
surgeons.
Both eclampsia and pre-eclampsia
are specific hypertensive emergencies
encountered during mid to late trimesters
of pregnancy. As obstetric emergencies,
they are best managed by a multidisciplinary team involving obstetricians,
physicians and intensivists.
Table 2 sets out a list of medications
commonly used in acute hypertension
management.2
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Table 2. Commonly used medications in the management of acute hypertension.2
Drug

Onset of action

Duration of action

Dose

Esmolol

1–2 min

10–30 min

0.5–1 mg/kg iv bolus; 50–300 mg/kg/ History of 2 or 3 degree AV
min as continuous iv infusion
block (without pacemaker),
systolic heart failure, asthma
and bradycardia

Bradycardia

Metoprolol

1–2 min

5–8 h

2.5–5 mg iv bolus over 2 minutes;
may repeat every 5 minutes to a
maximum dose of 15 mg

Bradycardia

Labetalol

5–10 min

3–6 h

0.25–0.5 mg/kg iv bolus; 2–4 mg/min History of 2nd or 3rd degree AV
continuous infusion until goal BP is
block, systolic heart failure,
reached, thereafter 5–20 mg/h
asthma and bradycardia

Bronchoconstriction
and foetal
bradycardia

Nitroglycerine 1–5 min

3–5 min

5–200 mg/min, 5 mg/min increase
every 5 minutes

Headache and reflex
tachycardia

Nitroprusside

1–2 min

0.3–10 mg/kg/min, increase by
0.5 mg/kg/min every 5 minutes
until goal BP

Immediate

Contraindications
nd

rd

History of 2nd or 3rd degree AV
block, systolic heart failure,
asthma and bradycardia

Liver/kidney failure (relative)

Adverse effects

Cyanide intoxication

AV, atrioventricular; BP, blood pressure; iv, intravenous

Conclusion
Acute hypertension management requires proper assessment of the target
organ(s) involved and prompt but careful
initiation of treatments to lower BP. Target
BP depends on the type of hypertensive
emergency involved and aims to minimise organ damage.
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40 Years of Endoscopic Ultrasound

Introduction
Endoscopic ultrasound (EUS) was first
developed 40 years ago and its application
has been extended from its initial use as
an endoscopic and radiological diagnostic
technique to a therapeutic interventional
procedure that has replaced some conventional radiological and surgical treatments. Awareness of the full spectrum
of indications and therapeutic potential of
EUS is important to ensure that patients
receive appropriate and less-invasive
treatments to optimise their outcomes.

The history of EUS
The initial idea of incorporating an
ultrasound (US) probe into the tip of an
endoscope in 1980 aimed to overcome
the limitations of using external imaging
methods like US and computed tomography (CT) to visualise the pancreas and
bile duct, since the accuracy of these
modalities are affected by body factors.

Positioning a high-frequency US probe
in the stomach and duodenum via endoscope would avoid tissue interference
on the scan due to the close proximity
between the probe and the organs, giving
a superior image and facilitating accurate
diagnoses.1–3
Initially, EUS was designed as an
alternative radiological diagnostic tool and

common referral for EUS is for investigation of a gastrointestinal (GI) submucosal tumour (SMT) detected during
endoscopic examination. It is estimated
that one SMT is diagnosed in every
300 routine endoscopic examinations.8,9
EUS can clearly differentiate the five- to
nine-layered structure of the gut wall and
has been shown to be highly accurate in

used a radial probe or miniature probe
through the scope. This gives a circumferential US image, 90° perpendicular to the
shaft of the endoscope, that looks similar
to a CT scan cross-sectional study. A prototype of the convex linear EUS scope,
developed in 1990, generated a fanshaped image at the tip of the endoscope
in the same plane as any instrument
passing from the biopsy channel. It immediately transformed EUS from a simple
radiological diagnostic examination to an
endoscopic examination providing tissue
diagnosis by EUS-guided fine-needle
aspiration (FNA). In 1991, Professor Peter
Vilmann from Copenhagen reported the
first EUS-FNA case and the procedure
spread rapidly.4 The first EUS-FNA case in
Japan was performed in 1992 and in Hong
Kong in 1997 (personal communication).
In the last decade, with improvements in instruments and new designs
of specialised stents for EUS, EUS-guided
interventions have thrived and a series
of new interventions have evolved. In
addition, the use of EUS was extended to
pulmonology and a new procedure, endobronchial ultrasound (EBUS), was created.5
EBUS-guided FNA of mediastinal lymph
nodes began in 2002 and has caused a
paradigm shift in lung cancer staging.6,7

predicting the nature of SMTs. The recent
American Society for Gastrointestinal
Endoscopy (ASGE) guideline recommends this method for evaluating SMTs
before planning further treatment.10 In a
prospective, multicentre study comparing
gastroscopy (OGD) and EUS for evaluating gastric SMTs in 150 patients, EUS
had a higher sensitivity and specificity
for differentiating between a submucosal
and an extraluminal compression than an
OGD study: (sensitivity, specificity) 92%
and 100% versus 87% and 29%, respectively. However, the sensitivity and specificity of EUS for differentiating between
malignant and benign SMTs were only
64% and 80%, respectively. Therefore,
in suspected lesions, EUS-guided FNA or
fine-needle biopsy (FNB) is required.11
EUS has a special role in staging GI
and pancreatic cancers as it provides better T (local invasion) staging and comparable N (lymph node metastases) staging
to other imaging techniques, although it
typically cannot detect distant metastases (M stage). However, EUS may detect
small liver metastases and the presence
of ascites, which may predict the presence of peritoneal metastases that may
alter treatment choices.12
For patients with suspected biliary
obstruction diseases, EUS has higher
sensitivity and specificity in detecting common bile duct stones than CT
scanning and magnetic resonance

Diagnostic indications
Table 1 summarises the current indications for diagnostic EUS. The most
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Table 1. The current clinical indications for diagnostic EUS.
GI mural and extramural lesions
•	Diagnosis of duplication cyst, GIST, submucosal
mass (assessment before mucosectomy, ESD or
full-thickness resection)
• Thickened gastric fold for evaluation
•	Determine cause of GI tract stricture (anastomotic,
reflux, extrinsic compression, achalasia)
Staging of GI tract malignancies
•	Oesophageal and gastric cancer for local invasion
and lymph node metastases
• Gastric lymphoma / MALToma
•	Detection of malignant ascites and peritoneal
metastases
• Restaging after chemotherapy

Staging of non-GI tract malignancies
• Lung cancer staging
• Diagnosis of mediastinal tumour / lymph node

Colorectal diseases
• Rectal cancer staging
• Colorectal submucosal mass lesion
• Fistula-in-ano
• Anal sphincter study for incontinency
• Early detection of rectal tumour recurrence
• Pelvic diseases (abscess, prostate, endometriosis)

Biliary diseases assessment
• Common bile duct stones, sludge and cancer
• GB tumour, stone, polyps and other pathologies
Dyspepsia and unexplained abdominal pain

Portal hypertension
•	Diagnosis of gastroesophageal varices and
collaterals
• Monitoring drug and endoscopic therapy
• Haemodynamic study

Pancreatic diseases
• Pancreatic and ampullary cancer staging
• Pancreatic neuroendocrine tumour assessment
• Pancreatic cystic lesion and IPMT
• Acute, chronic and idiopathic pancreatitis
• Assessment of pseudocyst (before drainage)

New scanning techniques
• EUS harmonic contrast study
• EUS elastography study
• EUS-guided needle confocal endomicroscopy

ESD, endoscopic submucosal dissection; EUS, endoscopic ultrasound; GB, gall bladder; GI, gastrointestinal; GIST, gastrointestinal stromal tumour;
IPMT, intraductal papillary mucinous tumour; MALToma, mucosa-associated lymphoid tissue lymphoma

cholangiopancreatography
(MRCP),
particularly when small stones or sludge
disease is involved or the duct is not
dilated.13 Using EUS to triage patients
before endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography (ERCP) can avoid unnecessary ERCP procedures and prevent
related complications.14
EUS has been shown to have
higher sensitivity and accuracy than CT
and positron-emission tomography (PET)
scanning for detecting the presence of
pancreatic tumours, especially when
the lesion is <2 cm in size.15 In a recent
retrospective study of 565 patients who
had acute idiopathic or chronic pancreatitis with a negative CT and/or magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) study for any
pancreatic mass lesion, EUS examination revealed 30 cases of confirmed
pancreatic cancer (5.3%). The majority of
patients (52.0%) diagnosed with cancer
were stages I–II.16 EUS has been included
in the recommended screening tools for
pancreatic cancer for high-risk individuals,
such as patients with a strong family
history of pancreatic cancer, certain
genetic diseases, such as Peutz-Jeghers
syndrome, and hereditary non-polyposis
colorectal cancer diseases.17,18 As EUS
can examine both luminal and extraluminal pathologies in the upper GI tract,
it may be a good one-step investigation
FEBRUARY 2021

in patients with dyspepsia, which may
help avoid using multiple investigations
or missing important lesions.19

EUS-guided tissue
acquisition
Table 2 summarises the current indications for EUS- and EBUS-guided FNA.
When tissue acquisition became possible through EUS-FNA, it significantly
improved various aspects of the diagnostic accuracy of EUS. Also, improved
needle design means that FNB can
now be performed not only for cytology
examinations but also histology studies
to further improve the yield.20
In a recent meta-analysis of 10 studies of 669 patients with SMT, diagnostic
accuracy was significantly superior with
FNB than FNA sampling, and an optimal
histological core was available in 89.7%
of the FNB samples.21
The histology sample quality and
diagnostic accuracy attained using a 20G
FNB needle and a 22G newly designed
FNB needle with a three-plane symmetric
Franseen geometry were compared in a
recent randomised, prospective study. In
60 patients with a solid pancreatic mass,
the mean cumulative length of tissue core
biopsies per needle pass was significantly
higher with the 22G Franseen needle (11.4
mm vs 5.4 mm for the 20G FNB needle;

Adapted from www.eushk.org

p<0.001), as was mean surface area (3.5
mm2 vs 1.8 mm2, respectively; p<0.001).
Diagnostic adequacy and accuracy were
100% and 87% with the 22G Franseen
needle and 82% and 67% with the 20G
FNB needle, respectively, (p=0.001 and
p=0.02, respectively).22 Further improvement in needle design would reduce
the need for multiple biopsies, improve
diagnostic yield, obtain more tissue for
genetic study and reduce complications.
The emergence of EUS-FNA has
caused a paradigm shift in the management of pancreatic cystic lesion (PCL) and
lung cancer staging. For PCL, sampling of
the fluid through EUS-FNA can differentiate between benign, pre-malignant and
malignant disease and guide follow up and
treatment of the lesions.23 International
guidelines recommend the use of EUS in
the management of PCL to avoid unnecessary surgery.24 In lung cancer staging,
the presence of mediastinal lymph node
(MLN) metastases dictates the treatment
strategy. Combined EUS-FNA and EBUSFNA can almost replace conventional
invasive mediastinoscopy and surgical
staging of the MLN. In a meta-analysis
of 13 studies (including 2,395 patients),
combining the two techniques significantly improved the sensitivity of detection of MLN metastases and reduced
the need for surgical procedures. The
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Table 2. The current clinical indications for EUS/EBUS-guided FNA and FNB.
Diagnosis of tumour diseases close to GI tract
•	GI tract stromal tumour (GIST, leiomyoma, linitus
plastica)
• Lung tumour and metastases
• Liver tumour and metastases
• Adrenal tumour and metastases

Diagnosis of pancreatic lesions
• Solid pancreatic mass
•	Cystic pancreatic lesion – FNA for fluid biochemical
and genetic analysis, cytology and EUS-guided
direct intra-cystic biopsy

Sampling of fluid collection
• Ascites
• Pleural effusion
• Pericardial effusion
• Abscess collection

Diagnosis of lymph node metastases in GI tract
cancer
• Perioesophageal
• Perigastric, including celiac axis lymph node
• Peripancreatic
• Perirectal

Diagnosis of pelvic lesions
Mediastinal lymph node biopsy for lung cancer
staging

Portal venous blood sampling for circulating
tumour cells

Other mediastinal lymph nodes and masses
• Metastases
• Lymphoma
• Tuberculosis, sarcoidosis, histoplasmosis

Direct portal vein and hepatic vein pressure
measurement in portal hypertension study

EBUS, endobronchial ultrasound; EUS, endoscopic ultrasound; FNA, fine-needle aspiration; FNB, fine-needle biopsy; GI, gastrointestinal;
GIST, gastrointestinal stromal tumour

mean sensitivity was 0.86 and the mean
negative predictive value was 0.92.25
Also, samples obtained via EUS-FNB can
be used for genetic study of the tumour.26

Therapeutic and
interventional EUS
Table 3 summarises the current indications
for EUS-guided therapeutic interventions.
Pancreatic pseudocyst drainage is
an established indication for EUS-guided
intervention. A recent Cochrane review
showed that EUS-guided transmural
drainage was associated with fewer
adverse events, shorter hospital stays
and greater cost-effectiveness than surgical open drainage despite surgical drainage requiring fewer additional invasive
interventions.27 A new form of lumenapposing metal stent (LAMS) allows
creation of a larger and more secure
fistula tract through EUS guidance.28
Using a LAMS, necrosectomy can be
performed directly through the stent to
remove infected debris inside walled-off
necrosis (WON). A recent meta-analysis

Adapted from www.eushk.org

of 41 studies concluded that metal stents
were superior to plastic stents for WON
resolution, with fewer bleeding events,
less occlusion and a lower perforation

with the conventional endoscopic injection method, the EUS-guided method
was more effective in achieving haemostasis and was associated with fewer

rate but an increased migration rate.29
The exciting evolution of EUS over
the last decade has been driven by the use
of various specific stents for performing
gallbladder, biliary and pancreatic ductal
interventions and drainage. Comparison
of EUS-guided drainage procedures with
conventional radiological, endoscopic
and surgical procedures shows that
the former have higher clinical success
rates and lower adverse event rates.28
In the near future, EUS may replace the
conventional ERCP drainage procedure in
selected patients.
Since EUS is capable of performing blood flow measurements with its
intrinsic Doppler function, a new form of
EUS-guided vascular therapy through the
FNA needle is emerging. The most successful of these is EUS-guided histoacryl
glue and endovascular coil placement
for bleeding gastric varices. Compared

complications, including distant glue
embolisation.30 Also placing a FNA needle
connected to a pressure manometer into
the portal vein and hepatic vein allows
direct measurement of pressure and
facilitates correct diagnosis and monitoring of portal hypertension. Combined
with EUS-guided liver biopsy for cirrhosis
diagnosis, a new field of study – “endohepatology” – is emerging.31

Conclusion
Over the last few decades, we have witnessed the exciting development of EUS,
which has evolved from a simple diagnostic test to an indispensable element
in the GI endoscopy armamentarium. The
clinical use of EUS is expanding rapidly
and, as physicians, we should ensure
we are familiar and up to date with this
technique to help our patients to select
the most appropriate treatment modality.

Table 3. The current clinical indications for therapeutic and interventional EUS procedures.
EUS-guided injection therapy
• Celiac plexus neurolysis
• Pancreatic cyst ablation by alcohol or paclitaxel lavage
EUS-guided abscess drainage
• Pancreatic pseudocyst and walled-off necrosis
• Liver abscess
• Subphrenic abscess
• Perirectal abscess
EUS-guided tumour therapy
• Fiducial placement for stereotactic radiotherapy
• Radioactive iodine seed placement for brachytherapy
•	Tumour ablation – radiofrequency probe, thermal probe, cryoprobe, photodynamic probe,
laser probe for liver metastases and small pancreatic neuroendocrine tumour
ERCP, endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography; EUS, endoscopic ultrasound

EUS-guided biliary and pancreatic duct interventions
•	Rendezvous cannulation of bile duct and pancreatic duct after failed ERCP
• Antegrade stenting in altered anatomy or failed ERCP
• Gallbladder drainage
• Choledochoduodenostomy
• Hepaticogastrostomy
• Pancreaticogastrostomy
EUS-guided vascular therapy
• Cyanoacrylate injection for bleeding varices and pseudoaneurysm
• Endocoil placement for varices and pseudoaneurysm
EUS-guided gastrojejunostomy

Adapted from www.eushk.org
A complete list of references can be downloaded from
www.SOPHYSICIANSHK.org
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